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Methods are presented for calculating the perturbation series for the roots of 
polynomials which contain parameters in addition to the perturbation parameter. In 
particular the complicating effects of multiplicities of the unperturbed roots are 
examined. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the polynomial equation of degree n in 1, 
f(~,a,~)=II”+a,_,(a,5)R”-‘+---+a,(or,r)=o, (1) 
where the coefficients ~,(a, c) are functions of a set of one or more 
parameters a and are analytic in the perturbation parameter c at r = 0. If 
n < 4 the roots L(a, LJ of Eq. (1) can, in principle, be obtained in global form 
as functions of a and <. If n > 4, however, this is not, in general, possible and 
may not be practical even when possible in principle. It is sometimes useful 
to approximate the roots in the form of truncated power series in r”4, where 
q is a positive integer, the values of which must be determined. Although 
there are standard methods for obtaining such series the presence of the 
variable parameters a creates problems that require special attention. A 
major difficulty results from the fact that the required values of q can depend 
upon the values of the set a. If different values of q apply in two different 
regions of a, the two series do not, in general, approach one another as a 
varies continuously from one region to the other. Rather, the radius of 
convergence of one series approaches zero, and the completely new series 
becomes applicable as the boundary is crossed. 
It is ordinarily assumed that the polynomial f@, a, c) is irreducible, i.e., 
that is cannot be factored into two or more polynomials with coeffkients 
analytic in 4. If the polynomial is reducible, one merely treats its irreducible 
factors separately. The irreducibility, however, can depend upon the values of 
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the a, and the forms of the series for the various roots can change abruptly is 
going from a region of a in which f(J, a, C) is irreducible to a region in 
which f(& a, <) is reducible. There are phenomena other than factoring that 
can cause the forms of the series to change. The types of possible behavior 
are so numerous that it is not practical to consider most of them in this 
article. Fortunately, a few simple cases occur frequently in applications. 
Although the treatment here is primarily concerned with these special cases. 
some idea of how more complicated behaviors can be treated is obtained. 
After a brief discussion of a few preliminary general questions in the present 
section we shall consider special cases in subsequent sections. 
At values of a and < for which the roots are all simple there is no 
problem in principle, since the value of q will be unity. The conventional 
methods used for polynomials with numerical coefficients apply to these 
cases without theoretical complications. It is the combined presence of 
multiple roots and the parameters a that causes the new difficulties. 
One would like to know the regions of a over which f(1, a, c) is 
irreducible. Unfortunately, there is no generally applicable test for 
irreducibility. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(L, a, <) have a 
repeated factor is that its discriminant D(a. <) be identically zero as a 
function of l. The condition D(cn, 0 = 0 is, therefore, suflcient but not 
necessary for f(1, a, {) to be reducible and is not often useful as a test for 
reducibility. The condition D(a, 0) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for 
f(L, a, 0) = 0 to have at least one multiple root. 
Suppose that throughout a certain region of a the polynomialf(& a, 0 has 
a root of multiplicity m at < = 0 but is irreducible for all < # 0 in a r- 
neighborhood about < = 0. We focus our attention on these m roots that are 
equal at 5 = 0 and designate them A,.(a, r), where i = 1, 2,..., m. All of these 
must be different functions of r in the C-neighborhood, except at r = 0. This 
follows directly from a theorem on algebraic functions [ 11. In the present 
context it is convenient to express this result in the form of 
THEOREM I. If a perturbation renders a polynomial irreducible all 
multiplicities of the unperturbed poi’nomial are removed by the perturbation. 
Thus. if two roots are identical functions of <, they must belong to 
separate factors of a reducible polynomial. 
When f(J, a, {) is irreducible the m roots under discussion belong to one 
or more cycles 12). The number of roots in a particular cycle is the value of 
q for that cycle, and Cq = m, where the sum is over the different cycles. For 
a particular cycle the series for the q roots take the form 
n(a, r) = &(a) + x l,(a) 5”‘, 
j=l 
(2) 
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where &(a) is the common value of all the m roots at c= 0, and the q 
different roots are obtained by using the q different qth roots of <, all with 
the same coefficients S(a). Or, if we number the roots of the cycle, i, ,..., i,, 
we can express the roots by 
A;,(& () = &(CZ) + E Aj(Cl) Wk-'C$'q 
j=l 
(k = I,..., 4). (3) 
where ti’q is the real positive qth root, and w is a primitive qth root of unity 
w = plq (i = Q). (4) 
The Ai have the same values for all the roots of the cycle. 
In many applications it is known that the roots J(a, <) must be real for 
real r. For example, the roots are often the eigenvalues of a real symmetric 
matrix or of a Hermitian matrix. For such cases we have 
THEOREM II. Zf a perturbation renders a polynomial irreducible, and the 
roots must be real for all real positive values of the perturbation parameter, 
then no cycle can have a degree (value of q) greater than two. 
This follows directly from Eq. (2) since only square roots are all real. We 
also have 
THEOREM III. Zf a perturbation renders a polynomial irreducible, and 
the roots must be real for at1 real positive and negative values of the pertur- 
bation parameter, then no cycle can have a degree greater than one. 
This follows from Theorem II and the fact that <“2 and (-<)I” cannot 
both be real. This theorem also follows directly from Rellich’s theorem [3]. 
We digress here briefly to point out, in connection with applications of the 
last two theorems, the following possible difference between a matrix 
formulation and the polynomial formulation of a perturbation problem. 
Suppose that the matrix formulation is H = A +/IV, where the matrix H is 
Hermitian and the perturbation parameter /I can take on both negative and 
positive real values. It often happens that both A and V are traceless in such 
a way that in the characteristic polynomial only even powers of p occur. In 
the polynomial formulation the “natural” perturbation parameter would then 
be a positive-only parameter & e.g., r = /I’. Theorem III would apply in the 
matrix formulation in terms of p, while Theorem II would apply to the 
polynomial form in terms of <. The two formulations must, of course, lead to 
equivalent results. 
We return now to our consideration of the m roots li(a, <), i = l,..., m, 
which, when unperturbed are equal. Information about their cycle structure 
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can be obtained from expressions for the first nonzero coefficients Aj(a)&’ 
in Eq. (3). 
The possible structures are, of course, very numerous. We must restrict 
our treatment to a few cases which occur very frequently in physical 
applications. To conveniently classify these cases we expressf(A, a, 0 in the 
form, 
where 
(5) 
Aj(a, 0) are the other unperturbed roots of the equation, and p > 1 is the 
highest power of < that can be factored from the perturbation part of 
f(A, a, 0. Form (5) must exist locally since the coefficients ai(a, <) in Eq. (1) 
are analytic in r and can, therefore, be expanded in an ordinary power series 
in <. 
To investigate the first nonzero coefficients we apply Newton’s polygon 
method [4] to the equation in the form given by Eq. (5). 
THE FIRST NONZERO COEFFICIENT AND CYCLE STRUCTURE 
Our first step in the classification of the cases to be considered here is to 
again focus our attention on the m roots which have the common value &(a) 
and to classify these roots according to whether L,(a) is not or is a root of 
$(A, a, 0). This is the same as classifying them according to whether 
$[&(a), a, O] is not zero or is zero. We designate these Cases I and II, 
respectively, and consider them in that order, the first being the simpler case. 
Case I. &(a) is not a root of #(A, a, 0). 
If we apply Newton’s polygon to this problem we find that the only side 
involved is the one through the points (0, m) and (p, 0). This corresponds to 
the substitutions 
(=t” and k(a, t) = &(a) + u(a, t)P. (7) 
Standard procedure [4] then leads to the series 
with 
A(a, t) = &(a> + A,(a) {p’m + A, + ,(a) <@ + ‘)‘m + - . . , (8) 
W) = -@da), a, 01 fi [&(a) - lj(oL, 0)] 
I I 
I/m 
. (9) 
j=m+l 
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Clearly, in this case there can be only one cycle, which is of degree m. 
Case II. &(a) is a root of #(A, a, 0). 
When &(a) is a root of t$(,Y, a, 0) it is necessary to further specify the 
properties of #(A. a, <). Suppose the multiplicity of A,(a) in #(A, a, 0) is m, . 
#(A, a, 0 can then be expressed as 
q@, a, <) = [A - &(a>l”‘~(k a) + tp’4,(A a, t). (10) 
where H(& a) is not a function of <, and p, > 1. 
We shall not consider the cases here in which &(a) is a root of #,(A, a, 0). 
With this restriction subclassification can be made by use of a quantity Q 
defined by 
Q=m,p+m,p,-w,. (11) 
The three cases Q > 0, Q = 0, and Q < 0 are then to be considered. 
A Q>O 
One side of Newton’s polygon passing through the two points (0, m) and 
(p + p, , 0) is involved in this case. This corresponds to the substitutions 
<= tm and l(a, t) = &(a) + u(a, t) tP +pl, (12) 
and leads to the result 
J(a, t) =&(a) + Ap+p,(a)~(P+p~)~m 
+ Ap+p,+,(a)~(P+p~+‘)‘m + . . . , (13) 
where 
~,+,,(a) = 
[ 
-#,[&(a), a, O] 
i 
fi [&(a) - kj(a, O)] “m. 1 (14) j=m+ I 
These results are equivalent to Eqs. (8) and (9) with p replaced by p + p, 
and Q replaced by 4,. It follows that the structure is one cycle of degree m. 
B Q=O 
Again, only one side of the polygon is involved, but this time the side 
passes through three points, (0, m), (p, m,), and (p + p, , 0). This again 
corresponds to the substitutions given by Eq. (12), but in this case ~,,+,,,(a) 
are the solutions of the following equation in U: 
Urn fi [&(a) - aj(a, O)] + um~~[&(a),a] +(6,[&ta),a,O] =O. (15) 
j=mtl 
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If Eq. (15) does not have multiple roots this leads to m different 
expressions for A (p+,,)(a). If Eq. (15) h as multiple roots one can proceed by 
use of a second polygon [4]. In either case further specification of the 
polynomial is required for a delineation of the cycle structures. Since the 
possibilities are numerous we shall not pursue a general investigation of this 
case. 
C Q<O 
Two sides of the polygon must be used; one through (0, m) and (p, m,) 
and the other through (p, m,) and (p + p, , 0). These sides correspond, 
respectively, to the substitutions 
< = p-ml and n(a, t) = &(a) + u(a, t) P, 
and 
< = pi and A(a, t) = A,(a) + u(a, t)tP1. 
Substitutions (16) lead to 
~(a,~)=A,(a)+Ap(a)~pPl'm-m~) + ~p+,(a)<(P+"'(m-ml' + ... 
with 
[ --We(a), al j_l:I, i&(a) - Aji(C WI] / 
I/cm-ml) 
n,(a) = . 
Substitutions (19) gives 
A(a,~)=I,(a,O)+kp,(a)~P1'ml + Lp,+,(a)S(P1+')'ml + ..a , 
where 
A,,(a) = [-#,[l,(a), a, O]/Wo(a), a]]“m~. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
These represent two cycles, one of degree m - m, and one of degree m, . If 
the roots must be real for positive < we have from Theorem II 
m-m,<2, m,<2. (22) 
If the roots must be real for both positive and negative <, Theorem III gives 
m-m,< 1, m,< 1. (23) 
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THE COEFFICIENTS 
The substitutions of the type given by Eqs. (7), (12),(16), and (17) lead to 
expansions of the form 
qa, I) = L,(a) + l,(a) + lz(a)t2 + .** , (24) 
where some of the coefficients A,(a) may be zero. The conventional 
procedure for obtaining these coefficients is to sustitute the series into Eq. 
(1) and to set the coefficient of each power of t thus obtained equal to zero. 
For any particular equation this method is probably as satisfactory as any. 
For some sufficiently simple, but important, general cases it is possible to 
obtain general expression for the coefficients. In this section we shall 
describe one method for doing this. 
The method we shall describe is an extension of one presented in an earlier 
publication [5]. The method previously described cannot be applied directly 
when multiple roots exist and the parameters a are present. 
When there are no multiple roots the procedure [5] is to start with the 
equation 
where the roots A,(a, <) are assumed to be expressed in the power series form 
4(a, 0 = &o(a) + nil(a)6 + Ai,(a + .-a . (26) 
The left-hand side of Eq. (25) is given by Eq. (1) or (5). The derivatives of 
both sides of Eq. (25) with respect to <, evaluated at < = 0 and &(a, 0) lead 
to relationships which give the coefficients A,,(a) in terms of the &,(a); then 
the second derivatives lead to I,,(a) in terms of Ato(a) and Air(a); etc. 
General expressions have been given for terms through the third power [5]. 
When there is a root of multiplicity m and for which the appropriate 
substitution is c = P, mixed derivatives with respect to t and 1 are needed to 
evaluate the coefficients. We use the notation 
f(k a, t) = g@, a, I) W, a, 0. 
m 
(27) 
g@, a, t) = n [A - &(a, 01, 
i=l 
h@, a, I) = fj [A - +, 01, 
j=m+ I 
(28) 
(29) 
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and for the various derivatives 
f rs = a,+ “flat’ ar, (30) 
f ;” = ayjaf aAS, t = 0, A= AiO, (31) 
and similarly for derivatives of g and h. 
The coefficients are obtained in terms of these derivatives and the lower 
coefficients of all the n roots. The method requires a knowledge of all the n 
unperturbed roots. It applies whether or not f@, a, <) is irreducible. 
In application to a particular problem the procedure is straightforward, 
but there can be short cuts. For example, for cycles Eq. (3) can be used. 
Also, the relationships giving the coefficients in Eq. (1) as symmetric 
functions of the roots can be useful; in particular the relationship 
f7 &,(a) = -(coefficient of ck in a, _ ,), 
i=l 
(32) 
which holds for all k, is convenient to use. 
General expressions for the coefficients are not easy to obtain except for 
the simplest cases. We give in Tables I and II some coefficients for M = 2 
and p = 1. This case, although simple, is relatively important. Although 
Theorem II restricts 4 (not m) to values not greater than 2, in actuality many 
problems to which the theorem applies do have m = 2. 
TABLE I 
For Reducible or Irreducible f@, a, r), m = 2, P = 1 
A,, = (-f :’ + d(.f :I)’ - h:yS:0)/2h; 
A,, = (-f :’ - \/(f;‘)’ - Zh;Of;‘)/2h;’ 
~,,=(f:“+31,,f:‘+6L:,h:‘-61:,L,,h~’)/6(~,,-~,,)h~ 
AZ1 is same as A,, with A,, replaced by AZ, and vice versa. 
A,, = [f;” +4&J-:’ + 121:,h;‘- 24&,(&, -L,,)h;O 
-2u:,n,,h:‘-241,,L,,h~‘-241,,(11,,1,, 
+ Wdh~‘l/W,, -4,)h: 
&, is same as I,, with A,, replacing A,,, A,, replacing A,,, and vice versa. 
A,, = [f;” + Sl,,f:’ + 20i;,h;‘- 60&(&, - L,,)h;” 
-6OA:,rl,,h:‘- 120(&J,, +l.,J2, -A,,A,,)h:’ 
- 12%,(h,L + WnM:’ - 1W,A, + W,,V~” 
- 1204,(J,,L +d,,rl,,+I,,rl,,)h~‘l/120(~,, -k,,VC” 
AZ, is same as I,, with &, replacing L,,, rl,, replacing ,I,,,&, replacing I.,,, and vice versa. 
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TABLE II 
For Irreducible J(L, a, <), m = 2, Cycle of Degree 2, p = I 
L=-4,=dzwT 
& = A,, = - (f;’ + 2A;, h;‘)/4h; 
A,,=-I.,,=-(fy+ 1211:,h:‘-241:,h~‘)/481,,h~ 
,I,, = A,, = -{f;’ + 24&h;‘+ 121;,h; + 24(2&,1,, -A;,)h;‘}/48h; 
EXAMPLE 
Early in this article it was pointed out that difficulties can occur because 
cycle structure may be a function of a. The following simple and transparent 
example illustrates this point: 
Consider the following in which a is one parameter, 
f(~,a,r)=~3-(r+4)112+(r+5)~+ar-2 
=(A- I)*@-2)-{[(A- l)A-a]=O, (33) 
where we have 
#(&a,<)=@-- l)A-a. (34) 
For a # 0 this is an example of Case I, m = 2, p = 1. There is one cycle of 
degree 2 and one simple root. For the two roots of the cycle one can use 
Table II, and for the simple root the method described earlier [5] is 
applicable. The results for a # 0 are 
A,,, = 1 f fir”* + ((a - 1)/2)< f ((Sa* - 1Oa + 1)/8 j/G),“* 
+ ((2a* - 5a+ 2)/2)<* + .a. , (35) 
A, = 2 + (2 - a)<- (2a* - 5a + 2)<* + ... . (36) 
For a = 0 we have d( 1, a, 0) = 0. This is not an example of Case II, since 
4, = 0. Rather, it is clear that these conditions mean that ), - 1 is a factor of 
f(A, 0, <). This causes the cycle to disappear, and all roots become simple 
roots. The series for this case are 
A, = 1, (37) 
Iz,=l-<+2<*+..., (38) 
1,=2+2t-2<*+.... (39) 
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In this example the divergence of the series in Eqs. (35) as a + 0 is made 
clear by the coeffkients of < 3’2 This type of difficulty need not always be so .
obvious. 
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